
As practitioners in the exploding world of BioEnergetic Medicine and Sciences, we are constantly being made aware of the fact 
that conditions with which we are being asked to assist are increasingly poly-systemic in nature and as such, require a         
constantly updating, agile mind and heart, to accurately provide our protocols and procedures.  
 

This most recent Medica, plays its part in the wellness landscape of the Legacy Continuum and will always be a work in      
progress. Accordingly, it is not to be viewed as an exhaustive study but rather an honourable and honest approach to  provide 
quick-reference-assistance to the professional whose primary concern is with the health and wellbeing of those who come to 
us, seeking assistance.    
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OVER 600 PAGES OF 
CLINICALLY- SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS 

“ Clinically applicable information. My copy is totally dog eared! ” - ND Ontario 
“ I wished I had this Medica when I graduated...” - EAV, MD California 
“ I would have paid over three times more for this wonderful clinical text” - DC Utah 
“ My new Healing Arts’ Bible! It’s so well put together both clinically and  
   organizationally” - CNC Texas  
“ Finally, a REAL Medica!!! It’s paid for itself over and over again in patient         
   recovery” - MD Arizona 
“ I bought 3 of them as everyone in my clinic swipes mine!” - ND Alberta 
“ This is a classic masterpiece. Congratulations!” - DC Quebec 
“ Powerful and reminiscent of the Medicas that we lived in many years ago”  
  - Homeopathic MD New Delhi, India 
“ My goodness, this is brille!” -  DO United Kingdom 
“ My wife told me to put it down and come to bed. Then I found her reading it and I  
  can’t get it back! Thankfully we practice in the same clinic” - DC/ND Pennsylvania 
“ I had a patient I just couldn’t seem find the right answer for...and there it was, in    
  the Physica Medica, staring me right in the face. An answer I would never have  
  thought of. How perfect! I and my patients can’t thank you enough!!!” - ND Hawaii 
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